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Download the songs for this series

We are delighted that the songs for this series can now be downloaded from the 
School Radio website. Please go to this page and locate the 'Related links' panel (on 
the lower right hand side): 
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g6hfj
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Welcome to Macbeth…

When shall we three meet again 
In thunder, lightning, or in rain?

Whatever your musical experience, this teaching package can help 
you and your children enjoy music in the classroom.

We’ve written nine new songs and vocal coach Cary Grant is here 
to teach them to you – one song per programme. �e songs are all 
based on the play Macbeth. �is play was written in the early 17th 
century by the English poet and playwright, William Shakespeare, 
and set in Scotland in the 11th century. Macbeth is ambitious 
to become King, but his wife – Lady Macbeth – is even more 
ambitious! 

�e songs include raps and chants (one with a Latin �avour!), 
and range in style from blues to reggae, and anthem to lament. 
�ere’s opportunity for two-part singing and percussion work… 
and murder and mystery galore! During Programmes 9 and 10, we 
recap all nine songs and invite you to plan a grand performance.

�ese programmes are available on pre-recorded CDs (for UK 
schools only) at cost price. Details can be found at the BBC 
School Radio website. �e programmes are also available in the 
following ways:

Podcasts
Programmes can be downloaded in mp3 file format for 30 days 
following transmission. You can subscribe to the download by 
clicking on the podcast link available on the BBC School Radio 
website. �e podcast is an e�ective way to acquire the series 
in a �exible, high-quality audio format… and without paying! 
However, for copyright reasons, we are unable to include the 
listening music for this series within the podcasts.

For more information go to:

www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/podcasts.shtml

Audio on demand
The programmes are available as audio on demand, streamed 
over the internet. Each of the programmes can be found at this 
address: www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g6hfj

BBC School Radio
3rd Floor Bridge House
MediaCityUK
Salford 
M50 2BH

Or email us at: schoolradio@bbc.co.uk

On the following pages, there are guides to each programme.  
We’ll tell you what you’ll need to do before the programme begins, 
what to expect during it and suggest follow-up activities for after 
the programme. As well as imaginative musical ideas, there are 
literacy links including many suggestions for creative writing.

Teacher’s Notes: Sue Cottrell

Composer: David Chilton

Producer: Ruth Chalmers

Teacher’s Notes designed by: 
Nick Redeyo� 

Editor: Andrew Barnes

Music Workshop  Age 9–11

Now available - full vocal and 
backing track versions of the 
songs to download.

Macbeth - the songs!

Go to: www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/b03g6hfj
and locate the 'Related links' 
panel

Macbeth - the songs!

We are delighted that the songs for this series can now be down-
loaded from the School Radio website. Please go to this page and 
locate the 'Related links' panel (on the lower right hand side): 
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g6hfj

To download the file, right click on the link title and choose 
'Save target as' (Windows) or 'Download linked file' (Mac OS). 
If these options do not work for you please contact us and we 
will endeavour to provide the files in a format that is convenient 
for you.
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Feedback
We are always pleased to hear how 
you use our programmes and, in 
particular, how your own school 
performance has gone. Please send 
any letters, stories or pictures to:

BBC School Radio 
3rd Floor Bridge House 
MediaCityUK 
Salford
M50 2BH

Or e-mail us at  
schoolradio@bbc.co.uk

Organising the class

Voices

Singing is a physical activity, so it is essential to warm up before 
you start. �e programme notes suggest warm-ups for each 
programme, including breathing, tongue twisters, and singing up 
and down a scale.

It is best to stand up when singing:
• back	straight
• ears	directly	over	shoulders
• shoulders	over	hips
• feet	slightly	apart	(five	minutes	to	one)
• hands	loosely	by	sides
• eyes	straight	ahead

If this is not possible, then sit on a chair:
• shoulders	relaxed
• ears	directly	over	shoulders
• shoulders	over	hips
• feet	firmly	on	the	floor
• heels	just	behind	the	front	legs	of	the	chair
• hands	on	knees
• eyes	straight	ahead.

It is a good idea to stand or sit in a semi-circle for music activities, 
as this helps children to keep eye contact with you and with each 
other. Consider the position of speakers to ensure every child can 
hear the programmes clearly.

Good breathing is essential for good singing:
• exhale	to	get	rid	of	residual	air
• breathe	in	allowing	tummy	muscles	to	relax	outwards,	and

ribs to expand
• sing,	keeping	ribs	pushed	out	for	as	long	as	possible

Encourage children to memorise words through recall and 
response, or project the lyrics onto a whiteboard. Words / words 
and music are available as separate �les. Don’t let children look 
down at printouts, as they need their heads up to sing well.

Instruments

For many of the programmes, the follow-up activities suggest 
using tuned and untuned percussion instruments. Programmes 
9 and 10 require tuned percussion for the broadcast itself, 
and Programmes 4 and 8 suggest keyboards for the follow-up 
activities. Music editing software such as Audacity or Garageband 
is suggested (but not essential) for the follow-up to Programme 3.

Appraising

Some of the broadcasts include short excerpts for appraising, with 
more suggestions in the follow-up activities. Don’t worry if you’re 
unable to source the exact track suggested – just choose a similar 
track that enables children to follow the suggested activities. 
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TREASURE ISLAND PROGRAMME LINKS FOLLOW-UP

1. Controlling sounds:  
performing skills

a) Sing songs
 

Programme 1: unison singing
Programme 2: extending the vocal range, dynamics
Programme 3: singing the blues
Programme 4: rap and chorus
Programme 5: melody and countermelody
Programme 6: singing in harmony
Programme 7: singing a lament
Programme 8: rap
Programme 9: learning a ballad, and recapping songs from Programmes 1 to 3 
Programme 10: recapping songs from Programmes 4 to 9

Programme 1: adding dynamics
Programme 2: following hand signs for dynamics
Programme 3: scat singing
Programme 5: singing in two parts
Programme 6: singing reggae and vocal drum sounds
Programme 9: making use of the musical elements when singing
Programme 10: planning a complete performance

b) Play tuned and un-tuned 
instruments

Programme 1: using body percussion
Programme 6: playing the human kit
Programme 9: playing melodic ostinati
Programme 10: playing melodic ostinati and melody

Programme 1: transferring rhythms to untuned percussion
Programme 2: playing a 3-note pattern
Programme 3: improvising using tuned percussion
Programme 4: playing a 3-note pattern
Programme 5: untuned percussion rhythms
Programme 7: composing a lament
Programme 8: composing pentatonic patterns on tuned percussion;  
fanfares on keyboard
Programme 9: composing a whole-class rondo

c) Practise, rehearse and present Programme 1: Sonic battle
Programme 2: Destiny
Programme 3: Temptation
Programme 4: Assassins
Programme 5: Weird sisters
Programme 6: Just pretend
Programme 7: Dunsinane
Programme 8: Killing ground
Programme 9: Finale, Sonic battle, Destiny and Temptation
Programme 10: Assassins, Weird sisters, Let’s pretend, Dunsinane,  
Killing ground and Finale

Programme 1: performing the whole song
Programme 2: practising and recording group compositions
Programme 5: performing the whole song with movement and  
untuned percussion
Programme 6: performing a chosen reggae song
Programme 7: practising and presenting group compositions
Programme 9: presenting a whole-class rondo and songs from the series
Programme 10: presenting a complete performance

2. Creating and developing musical 
ideas: composing skills

a) improvise and develop

Programme 3: scat singing Programme 2: exploring sequences
Programme 3: vocal and instrumental improvisation
Programme 5: improvising rhythms
Programme 7: creating short melodic ideas
Programme 7: creating ostinati and fanfares

b) Explore, choose, combine  
and organise 

Programme 2: composing using a minor scale
Programme 3: using music technology to combine and edit sounds
Programme 4: exploring timbre
Programme 7: combining ideas to produce a group composition
Programme 8: combining ostinati; creating fanfares to chords
Programme 9: combining ostinati and organising ideas into rondo form
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TREASURE ISLAND PROGRAMME LINKS FOLLOW-UP

3. Responding and reviewing:  
appraising skills

a) analyse and compare sounds

Programme 1: listening for sequences Programme 3: listening to music technology e�ects such as delay and echo
Programme 4: discussing timbre

b) explore and explain ideas and 
feelings about music

Programme 7: discussing music and mood
Programme 10: re�ecting on songs from the series

c) improve own and others’ work Programme 9: recapping songs learned previously
Programme 10: recapping songs learned previously

Programme 3: adding to group pieces composed in Programme 2
Programme 9: using the musical elements to improve performance
Programme 10: appraising recording of class performance

4. Listening and applying knowledge 
and understanding

a) internalise and recall sounds

Programme 2: working out chant by ear
Programme 4: working out chorus by ear

b) musical elements Programme 1: identifying sequence
Programme 6: recognising major and minor
Programme 7: listening for changes in dynamics and tempo
Programme 8: singing a drone and pentatonic scale

Programme 4: identifying timbre
Programme 6: comparing major and minor
Programme 8: using major and minor chords
Programme 9: using the musical elements when singing

c) di�erent ways of producing music Programme 2: using recordings of own compositions to accompany spoken text
Programme 3: using music technology to record and edit sounds
Programme 4: recording di�erent timbres
Programme 10: recording a class performance

d) in�uence of time and place Programme 1: Symphony No 5 (Beethoven)
Programme 2: �e Hall of the Mountain King (Grieg)
Programme 3: �e Jungle Book (Walt Disney)
Programme 7: �e Hall of the Mountain King (Grieg)

Programme 6: Bob Marley
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What we will be doing

Learning song: ‘Sonic battle’

•	 Verse	1.
•	 Verse	2.

Learn the rap 

Split into two groups – one group chants the rap, the other shouts 
out the accented words (see underlined words in pamphlet).

Perform the song and rap

�e rap comes in between the two verses.

Listen to an excerpt from Beethoven’s Symphony  
No 5 (1st movement)

Can you hear the sequence – a pattern of notes repeated at a 
di�erent pitch (i.e. higher or lower)?

Continue learning the song

•	 Middle	section.

Listen to an excerpt from the play

A summary of Act 1, Scene 1.

Add percussion to the instrumental section

Learn an 8-bar pattern using body percussion: knee slaps and 
hand claps. (See follow-up activities for further details.)

Perform the whole song

•	 Verse	1	and	rap	(Group	1	–	the	King’s	men).
•	 Verse	2	(Group	2	–	the	rebels).
•	 Middle	section	(all).
•	 Instrumental	section	(all).
•	 Verse	3	(split	between	Groups	1	and	2).
•	 Rap	(Group	2).
•	 Middle	section	(all).

Follow-up ideas
•	 For	the	percussion	section,	begin	by	learning	the	2-bar	 

phrase below:

�en, split into two groups and perform as follows:
Group 1:  2-bar phrase
Group 2:  2-bar phrase
Group 1: 1-bar phrase
Group 2:  1-bar phrase
Groups 1 & 2:  1-bar phrase + new 1-bar phrase:

•	 When	children	are	confident	with	this	pattern,	try	transferring	
the rhythms from body percussion to untuned percussion.  
For example, children could use tambours for the knee slaps, 
and cymbals for the hand claps.

•	 Practise	the	song,	making	sure	everyone	is	clear	about	 
which sections they need to sing. �ink about dynamics. 
Perhaps the armies are approaching from the distance, so 
children could start each verse quietly and end loudly on 
‘�ey/you will not pass.’

Literacy links
 Reading and writing:

  Look at a selection of recipe books, then make a list of 
gruesome ingredients for the magical potion. �e sisters use 
fenny snake, toe of frog and tongue of dog. What else can 
we add? Set out the method, step-by-step, then compile the 
recipes into a class book. 

P r o g r a m m e

Sonic battle

Focus
Unison singing, moving mainly 
by step

Musical style
Steady march with rap

You will need...
Untuned percussion instruments 
for the follow-up activities

Before the  
programme
Warm up the body for singing. 
Stand up and rotate the shoulders 
backwards, forwards, together  
and individually. 

Be ready to split into two groups 
for the rap and percussion work. 

1
1
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P r o g r a m m e

Destiny

Focus
Blues scale and rhythms

Musical style
Pop anthem with chant

You will need
Tuned and untuned percussion 
instruments (notes B, C#, D, E and 
F#) for the follow-up activities.

Before the  
programme
Warm up the voice by singing 
‘ooh’ as a siren, moving up and 
down in pitch in response to your 
hand movements. Start with a 
small range of pitch (small hand 
movements) and gradually develop 
this to a wider range.

Familiarise yourself with the song 
to enable you to support children 
while learning. Identify a small 
group of children ready to perform 
the chant.

2
What we will be doing

Learning song: ’Destiny’

•	 Chant.
•	 Verse	1.

Listen to an excerpt from the play 

A summary of Act 1, Scene 3.

Continue learning the song

•	 Verse	2.
•	 Middle	8.

Listen to an excerpt from The Hall of the Mountain 
King by Edvard Grieg

Can you hear how the melody moves up the minor scale?

Continue learning the song

•	 Chant.

Perform the whole song

•	 Chant.
•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chant.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chant.
•	 Middle	8.
•	 Chant.
•	 ‘And	the	joy	we	sing…’
•	 Chant.
•	 ‘And	the	joy	we	sing…’
•	 Chant.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Recap	the	Italian	terms	used	for	dynamics:	piano	(quiet),	forte		

(loud) and crescendo (gradually getting louder). Agree hand 
signs to indicate dynamics, then practise performing the song 
following hand signs from a conductor (teacher or child).

•	 Learn	to	play	the	chant.	Tell	children	to	start	on	note	B,	and	use	
the notes B, C# and D. Allow time for children to work out the 
notes in pairs, or use the musical notation if you prefer:

Encourage children to use two beaters, alternating left then right.

•	 Still	working	in	pairs	and	using	the	notes	B,	C#,	D,	E	and	
F#, ask children to explore the pattern with di�erent starting 
notes. Remind children that repeating a pattern at a di�erent 
pitch is called a sequence. 

•	 Working	in	groups	of	four	and	using	the	notes	B,	C#,	D,	E	
and F#, ask children to compose a dark piece of music for the 
three sisters. Children should use sequences, a drone on the 
note B and some untuned percussion. Record each group’s 
music and use it to accompany the literacy activity below.

2

Literacy links
 Speaking and listening:

•	 In	groups	of	three,	read	and	rehearse	the	sisters’	 
opening text:

 When shall we three meet again
 In thunder, lightning, or in rain?
 When the hurlyburly’s done,
 When the battle’s lost and won.
 �at will be ere the set of sun
 Where the place? Upon the heath.
 �ere to meet with Macbeth.

•	 Perform	with	the	musical	accompaniment	recorded	earlier.
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Before the programme
Warm up the voice. Use any tuned instrument 
to play the notes C, D, E �at, F, G, then sing 
these notes in a swing rhythm: 

 

Repeat the pattern several times, gradually getting higher 
Familiarise yourself with the song to enable you to support 
children while learning.

What we will be doing

Learning song: ‘Temptation’

•	 Verse	1.

Listen to an excerpt from the play

A summary of Act 1, Scenes 4 and 5.

Continue learning the song

•	 Verse	3.

Try scat singing

Try some vocal improvising, using nonsense words such as doo-be 
do, bad-u-wa. etc.

Continue learning the song

•	 Slow	ending.

Perform the whole song

•	 Verse	1.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Scat	verse.
•	 Verse	3.
•	 Slow	ending.

Listen to more scat singing

�is extract is from Walt Disney’s �e Jungle Book, and features 
Baloo the Bear.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Some	children	(and	teachers!)	may	feel	self-conscious	about	

scat singing. To break the ice, begin by exploring the range 
of sounds the voice can make. �ink back to the three 
sisters. What sort of sounds might they have made? Perhaps, 
laughing, cackling, whispering, whining, etc. Use music 
editing software such as Audacity or Garageband to record 
individuals using their voices in this way, then explore ways 
of combining and changing the sounds by adding delay or 
echo e�ects. You could also add this recording to the group 
compositions created in Programme 2 (follow-up activities).

•	 Have	another	go	at	scat	singing	with	the	recording.	Warm	up	
by improvising as a whole class, then in smaller groups before 
asking for brave volunteers!

•	 Try	improvising	using	tuned	instruments.	Use	the	notes	C,	E	
�at, F, F#, G and B �at, as these �t quite well with the music. 
Tell children to start and end with the home note (C), to use 
dotted, or swing, rhythms and to move by step and leap.

3

Literacy links
 Writing:

 Lady Macbeth is extremely ambitious and, in our adaptation 
of the play, tells her husband to ‘be a tiger not a dove’. What 
other metaphors might she have used? Ask children to send a 
message to Macbeth urging him to seize the moment and do 
as she wishes.

 Speaking and listening:

 Have you ever tried to persuade someone to do something 
against their wishes? Has anyone tried to persuade you to do 
something you didn’t want to do? How did this make you feel? 
How do you think Macbeth feels? Is it OK to make someone 
do something against their will if it’s for their own bene�t?

P r o g r a m m e

Temptation

Focus
Swing and syncopated rhythms

Musical style
Blues 

You will need
Tuned percussion instruments 
(notes C, E �at, F, F#, G, B �at) 
for the follow-up activities.

3
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P r o g r a m m e

Assassins

Focus
Timbre

Musical style
Latin style rap and chorus

You will need
Tuned instruments (notes A, 
B and C) for the follow-up 
activities.

Before the  
programme
Warm up our voices with some 
tongue twisters. Try singing ‘Very 
well, very well, very well, well, 
well’ to the well-known tune 
from Rossini’s opera William Tell 
(second theme). Repeat several 
times, gradually getting higher.

Be ready to split into two groups.

4
What we will be doing

Learning song: ‘Assassins’

•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	1.	
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chorus.

Listen to an excerpt from the play

A summary of Act 3, Scene 1.

Continue learning the song

•	 Verse	1	
 First, go over the words. Next, clap as you rap.  

Finally, just clap!
•	 Verse	3
 Listen for the accented words:
 Line 1: like, business, certain, voom

 Line 4: any, wants, we, there

Listen to an excerpt from the play

A summary of Act 3, Scene 4.

Perform the whole song

•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	3.
•	 Chorus	x	2.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Using	tuned	instruments,	learn	to	play	the	chorus.	Tell	

children to start on note C, and use the notes A, B and C. 
Allow time for children to work out the notes in pairs, or use 
the musical notation if you prefer: 

 

If using tuned percussion, encourage children to use two beaters, 
alternating left then right.

•	 Timbre	is	a	musical	term	to	describe	different	tone	qualities	
in instruments and voices. �e speaking and listening 
activity below explores vocal timbre. To explore instrumental 
timbre, try to play the simple chorus pattern on as many 
di�erent instruments as possible. Children could try di�erent 
timbres (often called voices) on keyboards, and other musical 
instruments, if possible. Record examples of the pattern with 
di�erent timbres, then play back and ask children to identify 
and discuss the timbre.

4

Literacy links
 Speaking and listening:

 Take a phrase from the rap. E.g. And if anybody wants to 
know, we was never there. First, say it in a Cockney accent  
(as in the recording), then try other ways – a posh voice, 
operatic voice, half-asleep voice, etc. 
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•	 When	all	children	are	familiar	with	the	melody	and	
countermelody, remind them to concentrate on singing 
through each phrase to keep the sound quality consistent. 
Also, pay particular attention to diction – warm vowel sounds 
and clearly articulated consonants.

•	 Ask	children	to	enhance	the	recording	by	adding	some	
untuned percussion; e.g. a guiro, cabassa, or bongos. Remind 
children to listen carefully to keep in time with the recording, 
and to be careful not to play too loudly.

•	 The	lyrics	of	this	song	suggest	dance	movements.	Ask	groups	
to create a sequence of movements for part or all of the song, 
then perform with the recording.

What we will be doing

Learning song: ‘Weird sisters’

•	 Verse	1.
•	 Verse	2	(and	countermelody).

Listen to an excerpt from the play

A summary of Act 4, Scene 1. 

Continue learning the song

•	 Middle	8.
•	 Rap.
•	 Verse	3.

Perform the whole song

•	 Verse	1.
•	 Verse	2	(and	countermelody).
•	 Rap.
•	 Middle	8.
•	 Verse	3.
•	 Verse	2.

 
Follow-up ideas
•	 Practise	singing	the	song,	in	particular	the	second	verse	and	

countermelody. Go over the countermelody again with the 
class, then try singing this with the recording. Practise this 
several times, before splitting into two groups and trying the 
two parts together. Singing in two parts requires children to 
focus on their own part and listen to the other part at the 
same time. Make sure children don’t cover their ears, as this 
won’t help! 

5

Literacy links
 Speaking and listening:

 Macbeth goes to see the weird sisters because he wants to 
know more about his future. Imagine that you can ask the 
sisters three questions about the future. What would you ask 
and why?

 Writing:

 Extend the sisters’ rap by writing another verse or two. 
Perform with the untuned percussion rhythms prepared 
above. Try to imagine what the sisters look like. What sort 
of clothes do they wear? Do they smell of the lotions and 
potions they brew? Explore similes to describe the sisters in 
relation to all �ve senses. E.g.,

 �e sisters looked like…

 �e sisters smelt like…

 �e sisters tasted like…

 �e sisters sounded like…

 �e sisters felt like…

P r o g r a m m e

Weird sisters

Focus
Countermelody

Musical style
Latin style dance

You will need
Untuned percussion instruments 
for the follow-up activities.

Before the  
programme
Good breathing is essential in 
this song to support the higher 
notes. To make children aware 
of this, ask them to move their 
stomach muscles in and out 
without breathing. �en, breathe 
in for four beats, feeling the ribs 
expanding outwards, and out 
for four beats, keeping the ribs 
engaged for as long as possible. 

Be ready to split into two 
groups for Verse 2, which has a 
countermelody.

5
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P r o g r a m m e

Just pretend

Focus
Major and minor

Musical style
Reggae

You will need
Recordings of several reggae songs.

Before the  
programme
Warm up the body for singing. 
Start by drawing circles with your 
hands, then with the lower part of 
the arm, and then with the whole 
arm. Do the same with the legs 
(one at a time!), starting with the 
foot, then using the lower part of 
the leg, and �nally the whole leg. 

Be ready to split into two  
groups when adding harmony to 
the chorus.

6
What we will be doing

Learn the song ‘Just pretend’

•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Verse	3.

Play the human drum kit

Group 1 slap knees on 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Group 2 clap in between on ‘and a’.

Listen to an extract from the play

A summary of Act 4, Scene 2.

Listen to the assassins’ part in this song

•	 The	rhythms	are	the	same	as	the	verse.
•	 The	chorus	is	similar	to	before	(Programme	4).
•	 The	verse	is	in	a	minor	key.

Continue learning the song

•	 Assassins’	part.
•	 Harmony	in	the	chorus.

Perform the whole song

•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Verse	3.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Assassins’	part.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Have	another	go	at	the	human	drum	kit,	this	time	developing	

the activity by adding vocal sounds. Practise making a ‘boom’ 
sound for the bass drum, ‘ti ti’ for the high hat, and ‘ch’ for 
the snare drum. �ese sounds are made using the mouth, lips, 
tongue and teeth (but not the vocal cords), and need clear 
articulation. Try the following rhythms, or make up your own 
if you prefer: 
 

•	 Listen	to	a	selection	of	reggae	songs	in	both	major	and	minor	
keys. Good examples by Bob Marley are �ree little birds 
and No woman, no cry (major), and Jamming and Is this love? 
(minor). Can children recognise the di�erence? �e songs in 
a major key are based on a major scale (e.g. C D E F G), but 
the songs in a minor key are based on a minor scale (e.g. C D 
E �at F G).

•	 Choose	one	of	the	Bob	Marley	songs	and	learn	to	sing	it.	
�en, divide the class into two groups and perform the song 
with the human drum kit. To get the balance right, you’ll 
probably need more singers than ‘drummers’, but swop 
around so children get an opportunity to try both parts. 

6

Literacy links
 Reading:

 Some experts say that Shakespeare invented the word 
‘assassination’ and that Macbeth is the �rst work to contain 
the word. Ask children to look up the word in a dictionary 
and con�rm its meaning. Use a thesaurus to �nd words with 
a similar meaning.
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What we will be doing

Listen to an excerpt from the play

A summary of Act 5, Scene 1.

Listen to the opening of the song 

What creates the mood of this lament? Listen for the smooth 
voices, tubular bell, low drum and quiet percussive sounds.

Learn the song ‘Dunsinane’

•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chorus.

Listen to The Hall of the Mountain King by  
Edvard Grieg

Recap on the Italian terms for getting louder (crescendo) and 
getting faster (accelerando).

Continue learning the song

•	 Verse	3.
•	 Verse	4.

Perform the whole song

•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	3.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	4.
•	 Chorus.

Follow-up ideas
•	 The	chorus	of	this	song	consists	of	several	three-note	patterns	to	

�t the word ‘Dunsinane’. Hum the chorus with children, asking 
them to internalise or hear the word ‘Dunsinane’ in their heads 
as they hum. Elicit that the word has three syllables, and that 
the natural emphasis falls on the third syllable.

•	 	How	many	syllables	are	there	in	the	phrase	‘Lady	Macbeth’?	
Where does the natural emphasis fall? Elicit that, while the 
phrase ‘Lady Macbeth’ can be said with di�erent rhythms, 
the natural emphasis falls on the �rst and fourth syllables. Try 
di�erent ways of clapping the name, then ask volunteers to try 
playing the phrase on a tuned percussion instrument, selecting 
from the notes E, F#, G, A and B.

•	 	Working	in	groups	of	four	or	five,	ask	children	to	compose	
their own lament. �ey should incorporate one or more ‘Lady 
Macbeth’ tunes, a drone on the note E, and start and end on 
the home note (E). When this is in place, ask each group to add 
some untuned percussion (e.g. a quiet cymbal or bell) and to 
think carefully about dynamics.

•	 Allow	time	for	all	groups	to	practise	their	compositions,	then	
perform to others. Encourage children to appraise each other’s 
work, and discuss how each piece conveys the mood of a 
lament.

7 

Literacy links
 Speaking and listening:

  Create a whole-class mood board to help children explore the 
word ‘lament’. Use words, drawings, pictures, textiles, etc. 
and encourage children to explain why they have chosen their 
particular item.

 Use drama activities such as hot seating to explore the 
characters of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. At this stage, 
children will most probably have more questions about the 
characters than answers, so you (or a colleague) may need to 
take the hot seat.

P r o g r a m m e

Dunsinane

Focus
Music and mood

Musical style
Lament

You will need
Tuned and untuned percussion 
instruments (notes E, F#, G, A 
and B) for the follow-up activities.

Before the 
programme
Warm up the body for singing by 
slowing rotating the head, �rst in 
one direction, then in the other. 
Use the breathing exercise from 
the Programme 5 warm up, as 
good breathing is essential for this 
song too. 

Be ready to divide into two groups 
to sing alternate lines in Verse 1.

7
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P r o g r a m m e

Killing ground

Focus
Drones and fanfares

Musical style
Rap

You will need
Tuned percussion (notes F, 
G, A, C and D) and recorders 
(optional) for the �rst follow-up 
activity; keyboards for the second.

Before the 
programme
Get your mouth moving by 
writing the word ‘Macbeth’ in the 
air with your tongue.

Be ready to divide into two 
groups to explore the drone and 
pentatonic scale.

8
What we will be doing

Learn the song ‘Killing ground’

•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	3.
•	 Chorus.

Listen to an excerpt from the play 

A summary of Act 5, Scenes 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Listen to the opening of Finale

Can you hear the drone (long held note)?

Sing a drone and pentatonic scale 

Half the class sing a drone (on F), while others sing the 
pentatonic scale (notes F, G, A, C and D). Hum the melody of 
Finale.

Listen to an extract featuring the bagpipes

�e bagpipes play the drone and melody, then the �ute joins in.

Perform the whole song

•	 Verse	1.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Chorus.
•	 Verse	3.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Using	the	pentatonic	scale	in	F		(F,	G,	A,	C	and	D),	compose	

ostinati (short repeated patterns) and perform them with the 
melody of Finale. Some children could play or sing a drone 
on the note F. Others could learn to play the melody on tuned 
percussion or recorders.

•	 Listen	to	some	trumpet	fanfares	(there’s	plenty	to	choose	from	
on YouTube), then ask children to compose their own short 
fanfare. �e fanfare will be based on the chords E minor (E G 
B) and D major (D F# A). Use the following chord sequence, 
or make up your own if you prefer:

 

Organise children in pairs (one keyboard per pair). �e child on 
the left should play the chords, and the child on the right should 
create the fanfare tune, using the chord notes. Advise children 
to start and end the tune on the home note (E), to use repeated 
notes and, if possible, to select trumpet or other brass sounds.

8

Literacy links
 Reading:

 Have a look at some of the text in Macbeth and discuss how 
language has changed since Shakespeare’s time. E.g., in Act 5, 
Scene 6, Macdu� says:

 Make all our trumpets speak; given them all breath, 
�ose clamorous harbingers of blood and death.

 Compare this with the chorus of the song:

 Hear them trumpets �ll their breath, 
�at’s the harbinger of death.

 How else might we convey this message?
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Before the programme
Warm up voices by singing pentatonic scales. Sing each 
scale to a di�erent vowel sound (air, ee, ah, o and oo), 

singing the whole scale in one breath. Gradually get higher each time. E.g.

 
 

Be ready to divide into two groups for Sonic battle and Destiny.

What we will be doing
Learn the song ‘Finale’

•	 Verse	2.
•	 Verse	3.

Listen to an excerpt from the play 

A summary of Act 5, Scene 8.

Perform the song

•	 Verse	1	(instrumental).
•	 Verse	2.
•	 Verse	3.

In Verse 1, children play the melody of Finale and/or the ostinati 
composed earlier (Programme 8, follow-up activities).

Recap songs learned previously

•	 Sonic battle.

•	 Destiny.

•	 Temptation.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Extend	the	earlier	pentatonic	work	(Programme	8,	follow-

up activities) to produce a whole class composition in rondo 
form. Working in groups, ask children to join together the 
ostinati composed earlier to form a longer melody. Ask each 
group in turn to perform its melody to the class, while the rest 
of the class sing or play a drone on F. Which group has the 
most memorable melody? Let’s call this Group A. Name the 
other groups B, C, D, etc. A rondo follows a set pattern, i.e. A 
B A C A D A, etc. Perform the whole class rondo, starting and 
ending with Group A.

•	 Revisit	songs	from	the	series	and	remind	children	about	the	
musical elements: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, 
texture and silence. Brainstorm questions in relation to each 
musical element to help children know how to improve their 
performance. For example:

Pitch Are we singing in tune?

Duration How do we know when to come in?

Dynamics Are we singing too loudly or too quietly?

Tempo Are we rushing or singing too slowly?

Timbre Should we sing sweetly or like pirates?

Texture Do we sing in unison or in two parts?

Silence Are we quiet and ready to start singing?

9 

Literacy links
  Speaking and listening:

 Finale is a re�ective song. �rough discussion, make a list of 
the key events in the play that led to Macbeth’s downfall. Ask 
children to write each event on a yellow sticky then, working 
in small groups, arrange the events in order of importance. 
Discuss di�erences in opinion and encourage children to 
justify their viewpoint.

P r o g r a m m e

Finale

Focus
Pentatonic scale

Musical style
Ballad

You will need
Tuned instruments (notes F, G, A, 
C and D) for Verse 1 and follow-
up activities.

9	  
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P r o g r a m m e

Recap

Focus
Revision

Musical style
Mixed

You will need
Tuned instruments (notes F, G, 
A, C and D) for Verse 1 of Finale.

Before the 
programme
Use your favourite warm up 
from this series. Remind children 
to breathe and articulate words 
clearly. 

Be ready to divide into groups for 
Weird sisters.

10
What we will be doing

Recap songs learned previously 

• Assassins.

•	 Weird	sisters.

•	 Let’s	pretend.

•	 Dunsinane.

•	 Killing	ground.

•	 Finale.

Remember…

•	 It	is	best	to	stand	up	when	singing	–	feet	apart,	straight	back,	
hands by sides. If this is not possible, then sit on chairs with 
back straight, feet �at on the �oor and hands on knees. 

•	 If	children	don’t	yet	know	the	words,	display	them	on	a	
projector. Don’t let children look down at printouts, as they 
need their heads up to sing well.

•	 Stand	or	sit	in	a	semi-circle	when	singing,	as	this	helps	
children to keep eye contact with you and with each other.

Follow-up ideas
•	 Record	a	class	performance	of	all	the	songs	from	the	series.	

Listen to the recordings and appraise. Which song did 
children enjoy learning the most? Why? Which song did 
children �nd most challenging to learn? Why? How can we 
improve our performance further?

•	 Plan	a	complete	performance	of	Macbeth. Use the BBC’s 
version of the stage play for schools or make up your own  
if you prefer. Consider costumes, movement, staging,  
lighting, etc.

10

Literacy links
 Writing

 Write a persuasive letter inviting parents, friends and others 
in the community to a performance of Macbeth. Include all 
the relevant factual information (dates, times, venues, ticket 
prices, etc), together with some descriptive text, and perhaps a 
quote, to give a �avour of the event.
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Verse 1: King’s men

Ours not to reason why
Ours just to do or die
Good �ghting men are we
We serve his majesty
And with the pipe and drum
�e rebel army comes
�ey will not pass
�ey will not pass

Rap – King’s men

You know we �ght the armies across the land
With the shield of hope and the sword in hand

Verse 2: Rebels

With the sword and shield in hand
We march across the land
We hear the trumpets sound
We come to take the crown
Our cause is just and right
Prepare to stand and �ght
You will not pass
You will not pass

Sonic Battle

Rap – King’s men

Now let the battle begin
Now let the battle begin

Instrumental

Verse 3: King’s men

Ours not to reason why
Prepare to stand and �ght
You will not pass
You will not pass

Rap – King’s men

You know we �ght the armies across the land
With the shield of hope and the sword in hand

Rap – King’s men

Now let the battle begin
Now let the battle begin
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Never been a day so fair 
Never been a day so foul
Never been a day so fair
Never been a day so foul

Verse 1

A shadow falls, the night is cold
A strange event has been foretold
�e prophecy may hold the key
�at could unlock our destiny
And the song we sing
God save the King
Never been a day so fair
Never been a day so foul

Verse 2

To hide my fear, let darkness fall
Don’t let my thoughts, be read by all
My deep desire I can’t deny
An endless voice that seems to cry
And the song we sing
God save the King
Never been a day so fair
Never been a day so foul

Destiny

Verse 3

And the night is fright’ning
�e sky above is �lled with lightning
But the road ahead is so enticing
It rules my world
Never been a day so fair
Never been a day so foul
And the song we sing – God save the King
Never been a day so fair
Never been a day so foul
And the song we sing – God save the King
When will I ever be crowned?
When will I ever be King?
When will I ever be crowned?
When will I ever be King?
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Verse 1: Lady Macbeth

Now it’s time to �nish what we started
We can make him one of the departed
His Majesty must never see the morning
Do you dare to do what must be done?

Verse 2: Macbeth

Are we moving in the right direction?
He’s supposed to be in my protection
Yet I could be the leader of the nation
Do I dare to do what must be done?

Verse 3: All – SCAT

Do you dare to do what must be done?

Temptation

Verse 4

Lady Macbeth:

Let me lead you into sweet temptation

Macbeth:

�e road to hell is paved with good intention

Lady Macbeth:

�e time is right, your destiny awaits you
Do you dare to do what must be done?
Do you dare to do what must be done?

Lady Macbeth:

Be a tiger, not a dove
Send him straight to heaven above
Do you dare to do what must be done?
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Verse 1

A one, two, three, four
We are the blokes you ordered, connoisseurs
of snick and snack
We o�er you a service, a mix of click and clack
If it’s dirty work you’re after, we’re the answer to your prayer
But if anybody wants to know – we was never there!
A one, two, three, four

Chorus

Who says crime don’t pay? (Sing it)
Too-rai-oo-rai-ay (Go on, my son)

Verse 2

A man can meet his maker in a thousand
di�erent ways
If you want to sort him out – would only take
a couple of days
A signi�cant donation we think that’s only fair
Any if anybody wants to know – we was never there!
(We’re practically giving it away!)

Chorus

Who says crime don’t pay? (Sing it)
Too-rai-oo-rai-ay

Assassins

Verse 3

We like to do the business with a certain va va voom
We have a reputation when it comes to keeping stumm
�ere’s a method in our madness, a certain savoir-faire
And if anybody wants to know – we was never there!
A one, two, three, four

Chorus

Who says crime don’t pay? (Leave it out!)
Too-rai-oo-rai-ay (Swing it, brothers)
Who says crime don’t pay? (One more time)
Too-rai-oo-rai-ay
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Verse 1

A vision of the future can be read in the stars
A powerful potion is much better by far
And all will come true in the witches’ brew

Verse 2

�en you stir it to the left side
(A little bit of this and then a little bit of that)
And take a walk into the dark side
(You stir it to the left and then you stir it to the right)
And all will come true in the witches’ brew

Rap

Fillet of a fenny snake, boil and bake
Tip toe of a frog and tongue of a dog
Blind worm’s sting, howlet’s wing
Lizard’s blood, mmm that’s good
Double and double, toil and trouble
Fire burn and the cauldron bubble
Double and double, toil and trouble
Fire burn and the cauldron bubble

Weird Sisters

Middle

Fly high in the sky
Out in the blue
All your dreams will come true

Verse 3 

We’re brewing up a potion we can never repeat
A little bit bitter and a little bit sweet
And all will come true in the witches’ brew

Verse 4

�en you stir it to the left side
(A little bit of this and then a little bit of that)
And take a walk into the dark side
(You stir it to the left and then you stir it to the right)
And all will come true in the witches’ brew
And all will come true in the witches’ brew
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Refrain:

Rain comes tumbling down
And the dark clouds gather around

Verse 1

Let’s pretend that Daddy’s coming
Let’s pretend he’ll soon be home
Let’s pretend he’s bringing presents
Let’s pretend we’re not alone

Chorus

Pretend the sun is shining
Just pretend the clouds away
When you want to stop it raining
Just pretend another day …

Refrain:

Rain comes tumbling down
And the dark clouds gather around

Verse 2

Change the world just by pretending
Make the world feel safe again
�ere’s no sense in sitting crying
Let’s pretend away the pain

Let’s Pretend

Chorus

Pretend the sun is shining
Just pretend the clouds away
When you want to stop it raining
Just pretend another day …

Verse 3

Let’s pretend – there’s Daddy’s footsteps!
Let’s pretend – he’s at the door!
Let’s pretend – his arms around us!
Let’s pretend – he’s here once more!

Refrain
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Chorus

Dunsinane Dunsinane Dunsinane
Dunsinane Dunsinane

Verse 1

I remember the day I �rst kissed you
I remember the �owers in your hair
You were young, I was brave, we were carefree
But we found a love we could share

Chorus

Dunsinane Dunsinane Dunsinane
Dunsinane Dunsinane

Verse 2

Well our castle of love is now empty
And the towers are granite and grey
And the �owers they have turned into ashes
And our kisses all blown away

Chorus

Dunsinane Dunsinane Dunsinane
Dunsinane Dunsinane

Dunsinane

Verse 3

So tomorrow is all that is left me
For the past has been slaughtered for sure
And my life has become but a shadow
Just a foolish tale – nothing more

Chorus

Dunsinane Dunsinane Dunsinane
Dunsinane Dunsinane

Verse 4

All the blood on my hands has bewitched me
So that love, hope and fear cast no spell
Bring my sword and my shield and my armour
As I ride away into hell

Chorus

Dunsinane Dunsinane Dunsinane
Dunsinane Dunsinane
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Verse 1

We’re coming Macbeth. We’re coming for you!
Dunsinane your time is through
It’s payback time for the men you killed
And every drop of blood you spilled

Chorus

Hear them trumpets? Fell their breath?
�at’s the harbinger of death!

Verse 2

You messed with us and we’ll mess with you
We’re Malcolm’s boys we’re coming through
We boxed you in and we foxed you round
Welcome to the killing ground

Killing Ground

Chorus

Hear them trumpets? Fell their breath?
�at’s the harbinger of death!

Verse 3

Live by the sword by the sword you’ll die
Nobody here will hear you cry
Nobody here will mourn your soul
No bells Macbeth for you will toll
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Instrumental verse

Verse 1

Came Birnam Wood to Dunsinane
Just as the witches had foreseen
No man of woman born would take the crown
From the man who would be King

Verse 2

Across the land the bells ring out
Hear all the people shout and sing
And so our tale is told of a brave new world
And the man would be King

Instrumental verse

Finale
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